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7.3 INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

M.Kumarasamy College of Engineering is a well renowned institution which has a 

vision to emerge as a leader among the top institutions in the field of technical education by 

providing smart technocrats with empirical knowledge .Though MKCE is located ata rural area, 

it gives a very good exposure to the students for acquiring engineering knowledge and 

developing their own skills. 

Starting fronm first year to final year, MKCE provides splendid platforms for the 

emerging engineers to acquire adequate knowledge and skills in different areas at their own 

pace. In the first year, the students are ofenred Bridge course that includes ice-breaking session, 

screening of the students based on their English competency through a diagnostic test and 

training is given to them in different streams according to their competency level. Through this 

course, students improve their social and creative skills and help them to accustom to the new 

environment and perform better in all the areas. Later, they are trained in Listening, Speaking, 

Reading and Writing (LSRW), the four basic skills of English in business context which helps 

them obtain a most valuable certificate through BEC (Business English Certificate) course

followed by STEP Exam during their second year. Besides English language, students are 

encouraged to learn Hindi and Japanese languages which are taught here at different levels as 

equipping language skills enhances the confidence level of the students and helps them to seek 

jobs in India/Japan. 

In order to improve the cognitive skills of the students, various deeds like presentation 

day, mini projects, club events, industry internships, Industry project guidance ,various training 

programs etc. have been incorporated along with their regular academic routines. In addition to 

that, Students have also been provided with ample guidance to do online courses like NPTEL, 

SWAYAM etc. and value added courses pertaining to their department for profound 
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understanding of their subject of interest. 

Moreover, One credit courses like General Aptitude a &1I Sem) and Career skill 

development (1-VI sem) are offered for all B.E/B.Tech/MCA students to enhance their 

employability skills. Also, they have been amply motivated to utilize the new online platforms 

like Hacker rank and Guvi for improving their coding skills and creating a sense of self-learning 

atitude among the students,. To meet the industry's standard recruitment criteria ,Integrated 

placement training has been offered to the students which includes employability skill 

enrichment courses on communication skill, soft skill ,quantitative aptitude and reasoning skill, 

coding skils by using C,C++JAVA, Python programming languages. To help them reach the 

national level expectations, Pre-final year and final year B.E/B.Tech/MCA students have been 

trained to take up AMCAT and COCUBES Assessments. The students' analytical skills are also 

enriched through speed maths training. All the above trainings help the students to sharpen their 

skills better and face the interview confidently. 

On the other hand, the Students who opt for the higher education and try for 

competitive exams are provided with the opportunity of getting guidance and support from the 

experts through awareness programs organized by the Students development Cell. Recently, ICT 

skill has been launched through which the students explore various questions that are being 

tested in the competitive examinations. This tool makes them feel confident to clear competitive 

examinations like GATE, UPSC etc. 

In order to improve the entrepreneurial skills of the students and to provide real time 

experience, several workshops seminars interaction programs with entrepreneurs and 

professionals etc have been conducted through IEDC,EDC,IC,EDII. 

Thus the keen focus on the students' skill development in all the areas helps to bring out 

the holistic development among them which in turn makes the institute stand distinctive among 

the other top institutions. 
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